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We identify “corridor zones” as linear areas that either connect between two or 
more Large Intact Blocks (LIBs) or lead to at least one LIB. LIBs can be defined by 
using algorithms that identify blocks as a function of local (cell) values and 
regiongrouping (8 neighbors) – or a gradient-based approach that incorporates 
information about landscape arrangement in the form of centrality when defining 
LIBs (these are so-called gLIBs). 
 
Corridor zones are identified by: (a) finding the segments of centrality or flowlines 
that lie between or touch a LIB(s); (b) identifying the starting and ending points of 
the inter-LIB flowline segments; (c) creating a “cost-based corridor” between the 
points by calculating cost-distance from one of the points, then the other, then 
summing the cost-distances; and (d) identifying a 1 mile buffer (on each side) from 
the flowline to identify the “zone” of important areas for connectivity -- the corridor 
zone (CZ). The CZ is then attributed with the Euclidean distance, ecological distance 
(cost-weighted), the centrality value, and the type of biome that is dominant in each 
LIB. 
 
Corridor zones step by step (done for each biome): 

1. Use the Multi-scale landscape permeability model using the Landscape 
Integrity database as cost-weights (resistance) to calculate centrality 
“flowlines” 

a. Find the centroids of the patches (or LIBs) that were defined 
elsewhere 

b. Find the area of the patches 
c. Transform the area of patches using natural log, then integerize to 

generate a series of patch size classes that span the range of patches 
d. For each scale (indexed by the Ln transformed, integerized patch 

area): 
i. Calculate the cost-distance from each of the centroids, getting 

the back-link (flow direction back to the starting location) 
ii. Convert the back-link coding into the flow direction coding 

system 
iii. Calculate the flow accumulation using the flow direction – this 

is the centrality index 
iv. The result is that for each scale, a “D” raster for cost distance 

and an “A” raster, which is the accumulation (centrality)  



e. Combine the scales by averaging across the scales: 
i. Calculate for each cell the accumulation values… this is the 

centrality (flowlines) used below 
ii. Calculate the weighted average for each distance layers – need 

to calculate the inverse of the distance, because larger distance 
values mean less connected. 

2. Filter out minor or low-importance locations of centrality (flowlines) by 
retaining locations where centrality values is at least 6 (this threshold needs 
to be interpreted and set subjectively to get at the lines that are appropriate – 
will vary by purpose and datasets) 

3. clip away the flowline areas from #1 that lie under LIBs 
4. find the end points of these inter-LIB flowline segments 

a. expand these endpoints by 1 cell 
b. find the cells that overlap with the LIBs 

5. specify a “from” and “to” to these pairs of end points (using arbitrarily the 
unique values of the LIBs) 

a. create unique IDs for each iLIBFs (regiongroup) 
b. find zonal min and max of the LIB IDs 

6. Create “cost corridors” from the endpoints of the inter-LIB flowline segments 
a. Cost-distance from the “from” points 
b. Cost-distance from the “to” points 
c. Add the cost-distance surfaces 

7. Calculate Euclidean allocation away from the iLIBFs out to 1 mile (each side). 
8. Use these buffered zones, aka “corridor zones” 

 
 
Python snippet for multi-scale landscape connectivity 
# create the LIB (patches) centroids 
r0 = Shrink ( Raster (fPatch), 2, 1 ) 
r1 = RegionGroup( r0 ) 
arcpy.RasterToPolygon_conversion(r1, rOut + "patches.shp", "NO_SIMPLIFY") 
arcpy.FeatureToPoint_management(rOut + "patches.shp", rOut + "patches_xy2.shp", 
"INSIDE") 
arcpy.PointToRaster_conversion(rOut + "patches_xy2.shp", "GRIDCODE", rOut + 
"xyz2", "#", "#", 810) 
 
#Get the area (number of cells) in each patch, then transform by Ln 
r2 = Lookup ( r1, "COUNT" ) 
r3 = Int ( Ln ( r2 )) 
r3.save ( rOut + "i" ) 
 
# this is the multi-scale part typically use the ranges 3 to 14…  
# but need to think about what the smallest patches you want to have 
r4 = Raster ( rOut + "xyz2" ) 
for i in range(3,14): 
    r5 = Con ( r4 >= 0, Con ( r3 == i, 1)) 



    rCB = CostBackLink(r5, rCW, 99999999999, rOut + "d" + str(i) ) 
    rFD = Con( rCB > 0, Power(2, (rCB - 1))) 
    rFA = FlowAccumulation( rFD ) 
    rFA.save ( rOut + "a" + str(i)) 
 
# raster rCB is cost backlink, rFD is flow direction, rFA is flow accumulation 
(centrality) 
 
#calculate the average of the scales for the centrality index, example below is for the 
alpine biome, which had patches that ranged in sizes from 3 to 5 
CellStatistics ralp_a2;ralp_a3;ralp_a4;ralp_a5 D:\ralp_a2_5 MEAN DATA 

 
RasterCalculator "( ((1.0 / 5) * "ralp_d5") + ((1.0 / 4) * "ralp_d4") + ((1.0 / 3) * 
"ralp_d3") ) / ((1.0 / 5) +(1.0 / 4) +(1.0 / 3))" D:\projects\WGA\LC\ralp_d3_5 

 
Python snippet for Inter-Core Zones 
r1 = Con ( IsNull(rHMCores), Con (Raster( fLines) >= x, 1)) 
r2 = Expand ( r1, 1, 1 ) 
r3 = RegionGroup( r2, "EIGHT" ) 
r3a = Con ( rHMCores >= 0, Con(r3, 1)) 
r3b = RegionGroup ( r3a, "EIGHT" ) 
 
r3min = ZonalStatistics( r3, "VALUE", r3b, "MINIMUM") 
r3max = ZonalStatistics( r3, "VALUE", r3b, "MAXIMUM") 
r4min = Con ( rHMCores >= 0, Con(r3b == r3min, r3b)) 
r4max = Con ( rHMCores >= 0, Con(r3b == r3max, r3b)) 
r5a = Con ( r3min <> r3max, r3) 
r5 = EucAllocation(r5a, 3200 ) #buffer by 1 mile 
 
rCDmin = CostDistance( r4min, rCW ) 
rCDmax = CostDistance( r4max, rCW ) 
rCDsum = rCDmin + rCDmax 
rCA = Con ( IsNull( rHMCores), r5) 
rCD = Con ( rCA, Con(rCDsum < 1000000, rCDsum)) 
rCA.save( rOut + "CZax") 
rCD.save( rOut + "CZdx") 
 
r5min = ZonalStatisticsAsTable( rCA, "VALUE", rCD, rOut + "cd_stats.dbf") 
r6 = Con ( IsNull ( rHMCores ), rCA) 
arcpy.RasterToPolygon_conversion(r6, rOut + "czones" + str(x) + ".shp", 
"NO_SIMPLIFY") 
 


